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Abstract: This study establish the evaluation and classification models on the influential
factors and the analysis of the bicycle use state, the results of the analysis_based o-n

Ouantification II Theorv. CHAID 
-analysis, 

and ALSCAL method. The Quantification II
fheory show that the iruerrelation rate is 0.90596 and sexuality, age, jobs, kinds of car,
income a month. woes of housins. educational backprourd, and the possession of driver's
license in the ordef iramed have ai effect on the bicyc-le use. The CHAID method show that
while the obiects that usuallv uses bicycles is the women before 30 years, the obiects that does
not usually irse them is the women ifter 40 years or men. The PCA and ALSCAL method
show thatin the satisfaction degree model the iest aspects except forthe economic aspect such
as travel cost are hieher in thdman before 30 years and in the importance degree model the
rest aspects except f6r maintenance and cleanliness are higher in them.
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T.INTRODUCTION

1.1 Backgrounds and Purpose

Three maior problems caused by the traflic in big cities are the traffic congestion, the illegal
oarkine aird sioooins. and the triffic accidents. In- addition to the three problems, recently the
ilr oollution fr'orn franv kinds of vehicles has been giving rise to some terrible sbcial
orolilems. Consequentlv. today. most countries all ovei thCworld have researched many
iltematives to settle the'si: traffii and pollution problems. The bicycle, one of them, is noticed
as a usefirl traffic means, called the green moile traffic means, which little brings about the
problems.

In consideration of this point, Korean government established the goal to heighten the
transportation share of the-bicycle to 10%-until 2010. As a result, all cities and provinces are
settidg up plans for the bicycle use and expanding the facilities for bicycles

At this point. however. without the further researches concerned with the bicycle, many kinds
of olan's suspest onlv the suesswork of the demand and the expansion of its facilities.
Esdeciallv bEdause th6 resultSof the fiuther analysis to the citizens'opinions of the bicycle use
ari not rLflected in the real life, we have a lot of trouble to bui[d the exclusive lane for
bicycles and to activate the use of bicycles by increasing their demand.

Therefore. this studv. as a wav ofa basic research on the bicycle use, is to show the analyses
of the questionnair# based on Quantification II Theory, Chi-squared Automatic lnteraction
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Detector (CHAID), Principal Component AnalysidPCA), Chi-square analysis and Altemating
Least Square Scaling (ALSCAL), one field of Multidimensional Scaling (MDS). And we hope
that our study will contribute to the future policy establishment for bicycle use.

1.2 Method and Scope

In this studv. first. we tried to analyses the Dresent state and Droblems of the bicycle use in
Pusan. Nexi,'on the ground of the questionnaires that were reslonded by the people living in
Pusan, we made an evaluation model for the usual bicycle use.

Also- we created a model to classifr the factors that have an effect on the usual bicycle use in
termi of The Quantification ll Theory and CHAID method. And finally, we- made the
models for the importance and satisfaction degree of the usual bicycle use, and to evaluate the
aDDroDriateness of the degrees we annualizeil their tendency by-using PCA, and made and
iflriitrited the importance degree and satisfaction degree mod6ls 6y ArSCel inethod.

2. BICYCLE USAGES AND PROBLEMS AT PUSAN METROPOLITAN CITY

The state of the bicvcle usase
bicycle lanes is 57.9kms, theTi.
for'them is 158 places but the'
rate is only 0.4%.

is like to at Pusan in table l. It shows that the length of the
gure of their retention is 86,877, and the number of parking lots
bicycle trip is 4000 per day, and the their transportation share

Especiallv. because there are lots of mountains in the north of Pusan, and the city is bordered
on the sorith bv the sea- because of this conditions. in Pusan about 30.2%o of the roads are
slanted in the 1Yo and more, and the roads in Pusari which are less than 2m wide are about
46.10/o of the whole roads. So it is too diffrcult to activate the bicycle use because there are a
lot of cars that are illegally parking, stopping, and piling-up on the roads.

Most of the already used bicycle lanes have been built as the facilities for leisure outside the
cities. So it is too dimcUt to approach the public fansportation. Most of bicycle parking lots
have also been constructed around the subway stations and government and publiCoffices that
don't have the bicycle lanes. The inconvenii:nce of the biEycle use has bden caused by the
problems. Due to these reasons, in the primary policies of city traffrc realrangement for Pusan
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in 2011, the target figure of the tansportation sharc is fixed up at much less 3.0% than the
target ratio of the govenrment.

Table L Bicycle State at Pusan Metropolitan City

First of all, it is shown that the categories of the items which had an effect on putting "yes" to
the usual bicycle use, an outside variable, includes women under the sexuality,tefonS40 years,the-usual bicycle use,.m outside variable, women under the sexuality,before 40 year!,

3. USUAL BICYCLE USAGE OF DISCRIMINANT MODEL

The Ouantification II Theory as a method which classifies the external standard from each
catesdrv of the oualitative deicription variable item is a model that intemrets the problems
whiih iudse whether each individual is included in any olaces in the proub T bv puttine the
knowlddge- about the R qualitative properties to practi'ca1 use. Especiilly, ihis rirethoa [ives
each catEsory some scor'e to be'brist 'able to exblain the externlal standard about the-data
extracted f,oin an infinite universe. The score is Citegory Score and Partial Correlation makes
us judge that the wider the Range is, the more it has an effect on the external criterion.

This study used the Quantification II Theory by establishing the evaluation model to
investigate the composite action of influential factors about the usual bicycle use.

For the Quantification II Theory analysis, the Outside Variable adopted "yes" and "no" as
answers for whether bicycles are usually used or not. 8 variables Such as sexuality, age,
educational background, income per mont[ kind ofhousing, kind ofcar, and the possession
of driver's license were taken up as descriptive variable items. As for them, the results of the
analvsis based on the Ouantificlation II Tlieory show that all hit ratio is very hieh as 98.0%.
Als<i the axes consist oI the combination of iiems for the outside variables in tf,'e judgement
models, and the Conelation Ratio indicates whether they show the outside variables well. The
result to make the ratio is, as shown in table 2, derioted to be high as 0.90596. So this
judgement model is judged as a very valid one.

The Partial Correlation indicatins the contribution desree for the outside variables has an
effect on sexuality, age,-j.rl, kin& of cars, income perinonth, types of housing, educational
background, and the possession of driver's license in the order imrned. To put this model in
moridetail,'the result is as follows:

and snrdents, housewives, salespersons, ihe unemployed and the other jobs,'ahd mini bus and'
freieht cars under the kinds of cars, and less than $834 under the income per montl, and
moi'thly rent, rent with a deposit under the types of housing, and high school-graduation and
less uniler the educational background, and "no" under the possession ofdriver's license.

On the other hand, it is shown that the categories of the items which had an effect on putting
"no" to the usual bicycle use includes men, after 40 years, and engineers, the white-collar
workers, the managerient staff, service employees, tran'sport-drivers,Iaboreis, and production
workers for the manufacturing industry under the iobs, and private cars, tat<ies, and cases
without car under the kinds df cars, riore than $883 ilnder t}e incorne ier moirt6 private
houses and etc. under the types of housing, and more than university giaduates uncler the
educational background, and ''yes" under the possession ofdrive/s license

4. CLASSIFICATION MODEL OF THE INFUENTIAL FACTORS ON TTM USUAL
BICYCLE USE BASED ON CHAID METIIOD

The decision tree illustrates the decision rule and is an analysis method that predicts or
classifies related groups into some small groups. There are CHAID, Exhaustive CHAID,
Classification and R&ression Tree (CAR=T),'Quick Unbiased Effi-cient Statistical Tred
(QUEST) and so on in accordance with algorithin. The CHAID algorithm is composed of
ilissification tree when the target variable is-dispersion type and, at tEis time, for it raises the
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Table 2. Discriminant Model of Usual Bicycle Use by the Quantification II Theory Analysis

Item Category Fre4uency Quantiiication Range Par. Corr

Sexuality

-Man 
73 0.69288

woman 30 -t.6t672 2.30960 0.94143(l)
-$fde-r0Faia--""""---18-'-""-"-':0.2i1E1-"---"-'- " "'---"

20^29 yeus 45
30-39 years 17Age

-0.26984
-0.06709 1.57371

Educational
background

0.81643(2)
40^49 years 1l 056282

-A&cr-I-9-v-ecl-s. .. -.-?- ---.. --- - - -. -1-,1.q1-q7- ---.. --- -. -
Middle sohool 3 -0.20992
High school 58 -0.04289 0.28986 0.19722(7)

- - -Absy.e -qs-Lr-ese- - - . .. -.. - - -. 1-9- - - - - - - - - - - - -q,97e2!. -........ -.Studens 40 -0.04398
Housewives 17 -0.35040

Engineers
Management staff

White-collar workers

Mini bus
Freight car

Ta,xi

4 0.r0.M
5
16

0.50946
0. I 5660

Job Salespersons 6 -0.12101 1.61016 0.64035(3)
Service employees 2 0.39997
Transport drivers 3 1.03348

Production workers 4 0.16290
Unemployed I -0.42312

ry;i#!.. .. . ..r, . ,B:i*8*\
$418-$834 30 -0.07796

Income per $835-$1,252 23 0.02465 tmonth $1,2s3-$1,66 s 22 o'.\;i;ii 0'6403s 0'32301(s)

$1,670-$2,500 l0 0.07266
$z--I9-Q: 2 ........p.-fl)P?... ....".---'--Oiviihi,ua;j' ail 0.05071

Types of Deposit rent 34 -0.06823 thousins Monthly rent 3 -o:ifi5i 0'37220 0'22414(6)
- Others 2 0.06861--'-----'FiiGa;-cani---- -' ---- - " " ii" " " "' -- - 

0:05318- 
-'-

Kinds of
cars

5 -0.45755
4 -0.22753 0.s4033
2 0.08278

0.3417s(4\

Nbne 52 0.02047--'-Drin;ira----"'------p;l-s;i-siiiii-'-'-'--"'-'-'41r"""""--'0:5483-'-""" 
1license Not possessio n 57 -dilit5 0'09619 0' I 2804(8)

-- Yes 20 -1.90363 Correlation n onqo6
Variables No 80 0.47591 ratio "'-""-"

Note: $l = l2o0won

discrimination based on the frequency belonging to each category of the variables, the least P
value of Chi-square statistic quantity is s-tatistically sigpificant and this is used as the
discrimination criterion.

This studv uses the CHAID aleorithm when analyzing, as it is useful to discriminate the
influential factors related with the individual status bf tht respondents who answer with "yes"
or "no" to the usual bicycle use.

First, the data to analyze them are composed of one hundred observed gbje.cts, one larget
variable- and eieht oredicted variables and the variables are classified into nine items and forty
catesoriis as sf,owir in table 2. It is as shown in figure I below to make the above variables
into-the decision Eee according to the CFLAID algorithm. As have been seen above, two
predicted variables, sexuality an-d age, are statistically significant because their P value in the
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significant level of Chi-square statistic volume of I Vo is 0.0000lower than 0.01

ln oarticular. the children nodes are formed only under these two predicted variables, and in
thd frequency of the usual bicycle use, the targ:et variable coming under the root nodes, the
resoondents io "No" (80%: 80 Dersons) are ahut fonr times as many as the respondents to
"YLs" (20o/o:20 persoirs). This ireans that most respondents do not us-e their bicyiles because
thev ujuallv use their private cars as means of transportation. Moreover, because the post-
orobabilitv'of the "no' in the root node is 60% mtire than that of the "yes", all the 100
iesponderits is classified into the post-probability of the "no". So the "no'node is blackened
bedause it is the most categories within the nodes.

Woman

4049.s0-

Note : Node number give 0 to 4, upper through below, left through light
Figure 2. Usual Bicycle Usage in Classification Model of Influence Factor

However, in this case in order to examine whether the objective variables, are properfy
classified- we have to see the misclassification matrix table which reDresents by the matix
pattern thb number of the individuals (frequency in the diagonat) whieh'are consisiUent with the
'achral catesorv and the predicted caiesory arid the number of them (frequencv in the off-
diaeonal) itrittr are incirnectly predic-ted. Accordingly, looking into-the misi:lassification
mafrx oir the root node risk chart-in table 3, the risk esiimate shows that in the usual bicycle
use the 20 observed obiecs discriminate "yes" into "yes" and the 80 observed objects
discriminate "no" into "no". On the other hand, because there are no observational objects that
confused "yes" with "no" or "no" with "yes", the misclassification ratio shows 0 percent. So
the data arri perfectly classified in the decisioi nee analysis.

Also. because the appropriateness for each node has to be evaluated, we can understand by

i"*:.p.*.fl:ff1fft{rfli**s 
whether the data on the relevant nodes are properly classified.

uare=S8.3333; dFl

Yes 6.76 20
No 33.33 10

Total (30.00) 30

Proceedings of the Eastern Asia Society for Transportation Studies, Vol.3, No.1, October, 2fi)l
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Table 3. Risk Chart of Root Node

Actual Category
Yes No Total

i:1#' ilar . fq - .i3- - f,%
- -' - -' - - - - -- -' 

R6iiib-stiriitioii- 
-

Risk Estimate

The Node here means node number, Node:n and Node:% mean the number of data and the
percentage in the relevant node number, and Resp:n and Resp:o/o mean the number of data and
ihe percdntage which is correctly classified as the original &tegory of target variables in the
releiant nodE number. And Gai;(%) as the ratio of (Resp:n)/Q{ode:n), stind for the ratio of
the number of data which the objective category is properly separated from in the relevant
node. and Index(%) means that Gain(%) is theratio of the target category and the comparative
measurement in the whole data.

Table 4. Gain Chart

Tarset variable :

Node-bi-Node

Gain Summarv
Ust'al usage, T'arget 

"ur.*oryC,ilro.rt",iu"
Node:

Node
Node: Resp: Resp

%no/o
Node: Resp: Resp:

o/o n o/o
Gain Index

I 70 70.0 7t'-' 4-'-----id-'--- r0:o 
----i

3 20 20.

" --- 
80:ar' 

----81, - --'
'-'-ibO:o '---8ii--'-

Considerine the meaninss. as seen in table 4. because on the node I (men turder the sexuality)
and the node 4 (women-under the sexuality,'the forties and more uniler the age) there are n-cli

"yes" to the usual bicycle use in the data, Gain value shows 100%. Also because tle "no" in
all the data shows 80%, it is Index(%)=(100/80) x l0ll*.l25%. On the other side, because node
3 (women under the sexuality, the thirties and less under the age) is "yes" to the usual bicycle
usd as the whole, Gain value shows 07o. Also, as 80% of all the data are "no" to the usual
bicycle use, it is Index(%):(0/80) x 1gg=902.

Accordins to the above suryev. we can iudse that the women in the thirties and less usuallv
use their f,icvcles but thev in ilie thirties ani more don't use them. Consequently. first of al[.
the new oolicies need to'lead the men and women in the forties and mdre to'6hanee theii
transportition means intd bicycle because they make good use of the public traffic meais.

5. CONSTRUCTION AND APPROPRIATENESS EVALUATION OF THE
SATISFACTION AND IMPORTANCE MODELS ON THE BYCICLE USAGE

5.1 Direction analysis besed on the Principal Component Analysis

The variables used in the Principal Component Analysis for an direction analysis of the
satisfaction and importance degree on the bicycle use are as in table 5 and 6.

In all the satisfaction and importance deqrees. the Ricardo's 5 level standardized data are in
common used for all 15 v'ariables sudh as travel time, travel cost, safety, continuity,
straightening, convenience, precision, security, proper grade, road pavement" atmospheric
quality. noise. maintenance and cleanliness, and attraction and interest. When the variables is
inalvi6dbv the Princioal Comoonent Analvsis. the method to artificially divide the number of
ttre frincipfu componehts into two $oups ii us6d to easily analyze thernby ALSCAL method.

First, to investigate whether the variables collected in the Principal Component Analysis are
aoorooriate as s-amoles. thev are checked according to the KMO value. the verified value of
B'aitleh's unit matrix, dna the sigrrificant level vaIue. Consequently, it was proved that it is
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meritorious that in case of the satisfaction degree the KMO value is 0.857 and in case of the
imoortance desree it is 0'852' And as it was a-lso verified that because the significant level of
ttrd test value-of the Bartlett's unit matrix is meaningful in all the significance and the
imoortance deprees. all the variables were evaluated 

-as proper samples. The curtulative
coitribution rafio is-formed into nvo concemed variable gr<iupS in the [evels of 52.4o/o in the
satisfaction degree and about 49.1% in the importance degee, and each the Component
Loading is as shown in table 5 and 6.

Table 5. Component Loading of Satisfaction Degree Model

actor

Protective facilities
Noise

Proper grade

Road pavement

Security
Maintenance and cleanliness

Atmospheric quality
Precision

Safety
Attraction and interest

Travel cost
Straightening

Continuity

0.860
0.781

0.762
0.738
0.734
0.662
0.657
0.621
0.591

0.532

-0.327

0.253
0.291

0.039
0.055
-0.047
0.021

0.280
0.31 I
0.108
0.354
0.390
0.257

0.683
0.676
0.s78

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy : 0,857(Meritorious)
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square = 698.415, df : 105, Sig. = 0.000

Note : Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy
0.90 - 1.00 : Marvelous, 0.80 - 0.89 : Meritorious,0.70 - 0.79 : Middling
0.60 - 0.69 : Mediocre, 0.50 - 0.59 : Miserable, - 0.49 : Unacceptable

Table 6. Component Loading of Importance Degree Model

Maintenance and cleanliness
Protective facilities

Noise
Security

Atmospheric quality
Road pavement

Precision
Proper grade

0.?40
0.716
0.683
0.679
0.657
0.645
0.s45
0.525

Straightening
Continuity
Travel cost

Convenience
Travel time

Safety
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy : 0.852(Meritorious)

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 1613.016, df : 105, Sig. = 0.000

4.026
0.258
0.249
0.245
0.252
0.307
0.513
0.240

0_137
0.136
0.187
0.399
0.199
0.379

0.731
0.721
0.669
0.610
0.60s
0.575
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As have been seen above, the variables of the satisfaction degree include eleven variables
qtch.p protective facilities,.noise, proper grade, road paveme[t, security, maintenance and
cleanllness, atmosphenc quallty, preclsron, satety, atmction and interest, and convenience in
the first factors. l\nd four variables such as 

-travel 
time, travel cosi sraightening, and

continuity in the second factors.

The variables of the importance degree include nine variables such as maintenance and
cleanliness, protective facilities, noise, security, atnospheric quality. road Davement. orecision.
proper grade, and attraction and interest iir the fi"rst factbrs and sir variablei'such as'
staightening, continuity, Eavel cost convenience, travel time, and safety in the second
factors.

5.2 Appropriateness Evaluation of the Models Based on the ALSCAL Method

The results o-f the application of the ALSCAL method, a kind of ideal-point model, to the data
for the satisfaction and the importance Cqgr"", which are made the reipondents of this study,
have got the indices of the explanation ability as shown in table 7 and 8.

As the appraisers have a lot of individual differences between them on evaluatins the
appropriateness, when the results of the satisfaction degree model and the imoortance dEsree,
niodel are interpreted, the Young's S-stress value is usedas the standard value which evduZtes
whether the generally appraised data estimate the real input data well. This value becomes the
perfect fitting when it is 0.0 between 0.0 and 1.0, and, tothe contrary, l.0 is the worst possible
fit. Therefore, as have been seen in the results of this analysis. It is proved that thev are all
satisfactory because the satisfaction model shows that Stress valule is 0.18054.'and the
importance model shows that it is 0.19229, that is, all these two Stress values are clo3e to 0.0.

A decision calculation R2 value as another evaluation standard shows the exolanatorv abilitv
of models. On applying this value to each model, it is 87.0% explanatory abilitv in thi:
satisfaction model, and 87 .5% explanatory ability in the importance mbdel. Therefore-they are
all satisfactory

Table 7. Explanatory Ability of Satisfaction Degree by ALSCAL Method

Iteration S-stess Improvement
1

2
3

4

0.25139
0.t9217
0.19032
0.19015

o.o5g22
0.00185
0.000r 7

S-stress : 0.1 R2 = 0.87014(87.0%
Note : S-stress(Young's S-stress) : I (Worst possible fi| - 0 (Perfect fit)

R2 lthe squared correlation coefficient, r-squared) : 0.0 (0%) -t.O (tOOyr)

Table 8. Explanatory Ability of lmportance Degree by ALSCAL Method

Iteration S-stess Improvement
1

')

3

4

0.30440
0.20015
0.r9314
0.192t7

o,t0424
0.00701
0.00097

S-stress = 0.19229, n'z : O.gZOt+ (87.0%)

5.3 Appropriateness Verification of Dimension-Related Property

ln order to interpret the dimensions of the evaluated satisfaction and importance models bv
means of the Criordinate Configuration, the aDDroDriateness of propertieis related with each
dimension" first, has to be invesligated. L€t us jflus'tate them by ihe^evaluation criteria based
on the combinations between Categories for the important dxplanatory variables such as
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I dimension 2 dimension I dimenston z dlmenslon

characrers, ff# Above tiii 1XX" hH *"X ffi m"JifrJ-s'i.ipt"s ."* *"- 'n"* - ----
Man before 0.11 0.091 0.494* 0.475* 1.313* 0.839* 0.185 0.209

{llf94{!-
Man after 0.3g9** 1.136* 0.165 0.159 0.310 0.19g 0.545* 0.615*

--_--_-1_u-.y-e-qs_
Woman betbre 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.005 0.927* O5Z9* 0.247 0.278

*it$3*$oi-" o;it; o.+os o.res o.iie 0.00: o.ooz o.orz 
.,o.org

: Ti-DEeree oi-Freedom is l, 2) * is signiticant on sig4rtic€nce level lr'J'_J) :l t:
iisnificant on sienificance level 0.25, 4\ In case of sigpiticance level 0.5, cntlcal
,flue iJO.q+S, 5)-In case of significance lbvel 0.25, critical value is l'32.

A Study on the Utilization Analysis in Bicycle and Establishment ori Discriminant Classificatio, pfoa.f Xt9

Pusan Metropolitan City

sexualitv and ase items from the results of the Quantification Il-Theory -and CHAID ?nalyjis
in the pievious-chapter, based on. In particular, in order to- simultaneously.grasp whether thls
consid?:ration is appropriate, whether the degrees are discnmrnatory ac^cordrng to m€ s:rmples

and whether the-ilisciiminations between the satisfaction and the importance degree.are

[iiteA *itt tUe characters of the samples in the satisfaction.and.the importance degree models,

an Xt examination of the samples was made in the respecfive dlmenslons.

Accordins to the sample scale value as the discriminative method of-the samples, the mean

;;6;;-;fth are aivi'aea iffo two groups, one which is more than the value and the other
.*hi;ti il.1-g;; tt in ttre r"tue, iter tfr'.y dre evaluated. The satisfaction.degree qtrows that the

;;;,h-bAof the each disiriminated group is 45 and 55 persons in the fust dimension and

49 *l]t 5l ;rsdafi the sicond dimension.The importanc6 degree.shows that it is 39 and 6l
Dersons in the first dimension and 53 and 47 persons in the second dtmenston.
Th;;;*lini i2 examination based on the above classification of the sample groups, are as

shown in table 9.

Table 9. The Results of X2 Examination by the Characters of the Samples

Accordine to the table, it was proved that in the satisfaction model the groups of the. men and

women after 40 years are simlficant in the one dimension and the gl-oup ot the men berore JU

;;ffi rE iiiA;t i" G-ifio-aimeniion. So these properties caribe used as the influential
fidi;;fiI" 111gt ;iassify the satisfaction degree ihaiacters. And ql it is shown that the

;sdfi;*|il t11g'i-pottdcJ degree model are-the men and women before 30 years.in one

affi;*i", ana ttre min after 40 -years in two dimensions, these properties can be used as the

indices that classiry the importance characters.

As the above results mentioned, it is estimated that to illustrate them is appropriate in view of
itii .ornUinotion of the categories for explanation variable items such as seiuality and age.

fii.re-foii. ienterine aroundihese items, Let us illustrate the satisfaction and the importance
model made by ALSCAL method.

6.ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE SATISFACTION AND IMPORTA}ICE DEGREE
MODELS

6. l.Illustration of the Satisfaction Degree Model

What illustrates the second dimension solution synthesr-4tng lhe sqtis&cJion deqree model

made by the ALSCAL method and the Component Loading Aom the Pnnclpal Uomponent
Analysi-s is as figure 3.

Lookine into the axis direction by Component Loading, first, the case that thSy uf.e satisfied^

with thE travel cost is placed on the fourth quadrant face between the negattve dlrectlon ot
,{is iana ine negative'direction of axis 2. In additiorU the case of the men in the forties and

;;;"'*hJu;;reiitGtv iensiiive to the influence of thd object economy and the women in the

iiifit; rrd tiss t"no (ave the propensity to consume beyond a small income shows the high
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satisfaction dggreg, In thc proper grade the-y are placed on the second quadrant face between
the posltlve chectlon ot the axis I and the negative direction of o<iS 2 and the men and
women in the thirties and less who is relatively uiafraid of the grade rest satisfied.

Also, in the satisfaction dggree of the travel time, staightening, and continuity thev are nlaced
on th^e first quadrant face Etween the positive directio-n of a,xid t ana ttre poiltire'dire;fi;;i
axls 2 ancl espectally.closer to the axis 2. In the satisfaction degree of the uavel time, however.
the men in the thirties and less and the women are higher ina in that of straiehieninrand
continuity. the men in the thirties and less and the womEn in the fortieJ ana mor? arJ-tif"h";
The men in the thirties and less who prefer the short time movement are included in bofi;i
them.
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Figure 3. Relatio_ns_hip 9n- !de-al-p9^int-of Measure lndex and an Appraiser
by ALSCT\L Method(Satisfaction Degree Model)

9n..$S other.hand, in the satisfaction degree of the atmospheric quality, noise, protective
tfcllttleS, road pavement, and proper grade they seem to be on the hrst quadrant face benveen
the positive direction of axis I and the positive direction of axis 2 but are closer to the axis l.
But in the satisfaction degree of the aitmospheric qualitv the men are hieher and in thai of
noisq protective facilities, and road pavemeit the wbmeri in the forties anif mor; and the men
are hlghe-r. I heretore, in the environment the men rest more satisfied. And in the satisfaction
degree ofconvenience, safety, precision, attraction and interest, maintenance and cleanliness.
and security they seem to be on the first quadrant face between the positive direction ofaxis f
and the positive direction of axis 2 but ard kind of halfivay between'the axis I and 2. However-
the men are higher in the satisfaction degree of conveni-ence and security and the women in
the forties and more and the men are llgFer in that of safety, precision, and maintenance and
cleanliness. So the men rest more satisfied in the mam.

Summing up, Se men in the thirties and less are higher in the satisfaction degree in most
aspects except for the economic aspect such as the travEl cost.
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Index

A : man b.F 
"- 

30 years, B : man after 40 years, C : woman before 30 years
L' : woman Delore JU yeulrs,

O travel cost, @ travel time, @ straightening, (D continuity, @ convenience
@ safety, O precision, @ attraction and interest
@ maintenance and cleanliness @^securiry, @ atmospheric quality\Y2 malnlenance anq clearurness qy Secunfy. (1, atmosDhenc Oualitv
@ noise, @ protective facilities @ road iivement, 6 p.opir gra'ae
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6. 2. Illustration of the Importance Degree Model

The illustration of the two-dimensional solution that compoun{s the importance model based

on tne efSCAL method and the results based on PCA is as in figure 4.

In the direction of axes based on the Component Loading, the importance degree of
Gaishtenine. continuity, travel cost, and travel time is on the first quadrant face between the
;;iffv;ai6"tion of axi's I and the'positive direction of a,xis 2 but-closer to the axis 2. The
I;-ooHnce d;see in staiehtening ahd continuity of them are higher in the men and that of
iirJtJueicoit-and time is f,ieher ii the men in thi: thirties and less. Therefore, the importance
degree of them is mostly higher in the men in the thirties and less.
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@ noise, @ protective facilities, @ road pavement, (9 proper grade

Fisue 4. Relationshin on Ideal-point of Measure lndex and an Appraiser" by AlSdAl,Methoil(lmporunce Degree Model)

The satisfaction degree of road pavement, proper grade, attraction and interest, .atnrospheric
oualiw- noise. protEctive facilities, and security is on the first quadrant tace between the

ilriiiia dilEcii,in of ois I and the positive din-;ction of aris 2 but closer to axis 1. And the
'*;-i.-thtthirtiil ana liss are highei in the importance degre,e. And the satisfaction degree. of
convenience. safety. and precision is also in the first quadrant tace between the, posltlve
direction of ixis I 'aird the'positive direction of a:<is 2 but a little halfiray between the axis I
and the axis 2.

However. the satisfaction degee of convenience and safety is higher in the women in the
itri.tii. ana}sr arrd the men, 

-and that of precision is higher in the men in the thirties and less.

fiiliifoie. ttrev are all hiehei in the men fir the thirties and less in the mains
Ir';itaiti&. th'e satisfaction desee of maintenance and cleanliness is on the second quadrqnt
f";;b;t*;a; the positive dire-ction of axis I and the negative direction of axis 2, and the
women mainly think that it is more important.
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Summing up, the importance degree model shows that in most of the rest aspects except for
mainteninc6'and cleinliness theinen in the thirties and less evenlv recoenize the imooftance
of them. According to the results of the analyses above, the men iir the thirties and ltlss show
the hisher satisfaction degree in the rest asDects exceDt for the economic asDect like the havel
cost ii the satisfaction degree model and the highei importance degree in the rest aspects
exceDt for the maintenance and cleanliness in theimportance depree model. As havebeen
seen'abve, it could be seen that it is more possible to make the ictive young men participate
in the usual bicvcle use. Accordinslv. it is iudsed that when the traffic oo'licies which^can
raise the usual bicycle use is establis66d, it is de-sirable to introduce many bolicies to lead the
men in the forties 

-and 
more and the women to oarticioate in the bicvcle usE. Esneciallv- these

results, to some extent, appear consistent with the outiome of the CI1AID analys'is aboie.

7. CONCLUSION

This studv will be used as the basic data for the establishment of the hereafter policies for the
bicycle uie and in order to establish the evaluation and classification models ori the influential
faclors and the analysis of the bicycle use state, the results of the analysis based on
Quantification II Theory, CIIAID analysis, and ALSCAL method are as follows:

First, the present itate of the bicycle use in Pusan is very inferior to that of other cities. So the
bicycle tmnsportation share is very low as0.4oh

Second, the results from setting up the evaluation model ofthe usual bicycle use based on the
Ouantification II Theorv show that the intenelation rate is 0.90596 and sexrralitv. ase. iobs-
k'inds of car, income a mcinth, types of housing, educational background, and the p63se-ssi6n of
driver's license in the order named have an effect on the bicycle uie.

Third, the results from analyzing the classification model of each influential factor on the
usual bicvcle use based on the CHAID method show that while the obiects that usuallv uses
bicycles is the women before 30 years, the objects that does not usirally use them is the
women after 40 years and the men.

Fourth, in order to establish the models of the satisfaction and the importance degree on the
bicycle use and to evaluate their appropriateness, the results of the illustration basEd on PCA
and atSCaL method show that in- the satisfaction depree model the rest asDects exceot for
the economic asoect such as travel cost are hisher in-the men before 30 vears and fn the
importance degreie model the rest asp€cts exceptTor maintenance and cleanliriess are higher in
them.

Conclusivelv. the future olans related with the bicvcle use will have to sussest the results
from the further studies about the policies such as a:ctivatine the bicycle use 6T after 40 vears
and more and the women who do nbt use bicycles and expaiding the?acilities for bicycles.
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